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WELCOME!

We decided upon the theme of ‘Journeys’ for the sixth edition of The Hull
Scribbler as MA students reflecting on the journey we ourselves have undertaken over our years studying in Hull. We wanted people to explore journeys of all kinds: personal, physical or fictional. I am excited to feature all of
these journeys and more in this year’s issue!
As it has transpired, 2020 held a very different journey in store for our
final year and for the entire world. 2020 will be a time to look back upon
with pride at our responses both as individuals, and as a world-wide population. As lockdown placed us physically further apart than most of us have
ever been, I feel it has also given opportunity to find new ways of remaining
in contact with those we love. Even this edition of The Hull Scribbler has
made the journey from a physical copy to an online edition!
I wish to thank all of those who have submitted their pieces because
of course without you, there would be no Scribbler. It has been a pleasure
to experience these journeys even second-hand. I hope you, the reader,
will enjoy the sixth edition of The Hull Scribbler in its brand new format!
Cj (Chief editor)
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IT WAS ONLY A SHORT JOURNEY between Niagara and Toronto. For much of the ride,
the huge expanse of Lake Ontario remained in sight, the main road licking its northwestern edge.
Toronto’s skyline could be seen from at least ten miles away, thanks in part to the
world’s tallest freestanding structure, the heaven-pricking CN Tower, an integral part of
Canada’s telecommunication’s infrastructure. Regarded as one of the seven wonders of
the modern world, it soared to a height of eighteen-hundred and fifteen feet, literally
towering over the Rogers Centre: home to the Argonauts American football team, as
well as the Toronto Blue Jays baseball crew.

Toronto had been called York until the city’s first mayor renamed it in 1834. The
more exotic-sounding Toronto means “meeting place.”
Down beside Lake Ontario, a plethora of boat cruises offered their services,
though few tourists seemed interested. Following in the footsteps of yours truly, they preferred to stroll beside the water, their pocketed money invested in nothing but itself.
Back in the city centre, while I searched for a hotdog stand to satisfy my next fix,
Lady Luck sided with my hunger. Six separate stands crowded the grand old building
housing Toronto’s rail terminal. Asked how I wanted my dog, I didn’t understand.

‘Steaming hot!’ I grinned.
They’re served hot as standard,’ the vendor scowled. ‘What sauces would you like?’ My
tongue could barely restrain its taste buds.
‘Just mustard,’ I replied.
With that, he expertly lathered an unhealthy film around the sausage. I couldn’t see
the meat for a flood of yellow once he’d finished.
‘There, see if that gut wrecker’s hot enough for ya!’ he yipped, palming off his handiwork.
As expected, the disguised dog was hotter than a Scandinavian sweat-lodge
dripping with Ukrainian supermodels, but in no way did it put me off. As soon as I’d devoured the beauty, I made for the bus terminal, halting at another two stands en-route,
concluding that the only way to cure my addiction would be to chomp myself sick… so
sick, in fact, that they very thought of lifting another dog to my lips would simultaneously
give rise to a rash and mass convulsions. I had it on trustworthy authority that such a
method often proved successful with smokers—people who smoked and smoked and
smoked until it made them feel so wretched that they vowed never to light up again.
Tempting fate, I trained another dog on my lips.

For the road.

RUN!
By Steve Rudd
No time to waste, so Mr. GP says. He runs the tests and
knows what’s best.
Guilt encircles your waist.
Dig out your knee support. Don't forget like last time. It's
essential. It's there to help, not hinder. Shimmy it over your
foot, your ankle. Your right knee - weakened by carpentry
- craves it. Connect the Velcro tabs. Pull tight. Tighter.
Never tight enough.
Head into the kitchen. Still smells of stew: aftermath of
the previous day's batch cooking marathon. Stoop below the hanging utensils in the unlit murk. Mind your head.
Rummage in the cupboard. Fish out your water bottle.
Transparent, specially designed with athletes in mind,
easy-grip curves redefining style.
Pull yourself up. Sidestep to the sink. Tap
on. Whoosh. Wash out the bottle, then fill it to the brim.
Screw the lid tight. A litre of filtered water to play with.
Hydration elation.
It's cold outside. Sub-zero. But there are to be no
excuses. Not tonight.
Mind races as you slip on your road-beaten trainers.
You regard them as snug; anyone else would accuse
them of being too small, too constrictive. Moulding to
your feet, they become you. Lightweight slip-ons.
No laces, no messing. Soles full of soul, hungry for dirt.
Open the door and step over the threshold. Remind
yourself how that freedom looks, how it smells and feels.
Brimming with possibility. But it's too cold. Winter in September. Long-range forecasts more inaccurate than ever.
Fish eat your heart out.
Hop back inside, skip upstairs, two steps at a time.
Crush second thoughts. Imagine how it would feel to be
fit and healthy. Strong and confident! That could be you,
a year from now.

Avoid the squeaky floorboard outside the study and
dive into the landing wardrobe. Scan the overburdened
rail for a fleece.
Sneak into the bedroom, hunting for hat and gloves.
Aim for the bedside stand. Top drawer material. Shut the
door after you, but leave it ajar. Click it shut properly and
your wife will wake. Absolutely guaranteed. She stirs, you'll
never hear the end of it.
Slink downstairs, feline grace surfacing. A sudden lightness in your step.
Close and lock the back door. Edge along the shared
passage, negotiating the cobbles. Breathe in and turn
sideways. Skim the bins with your chest. No room to swing
a rat. Your excuse. Terraced house torture.
Warm up out front, on the street, your patch. Quiet this
time of night. And strrrrrretchhhhhhhhhhhhh. Do ten starjumps, twenty press-ups. No sit-ups at all, thank you very
much. The warm-up is key: the difference between injury
and non-injury. Concentrate.
Stand straight, then bend forward. Touch your toes. Return to the vertical; repeat until supple. Then arch backwards, as far as possible, reversing the exercise. Cringe at
the sound of grating vertebrae. Spinal fracture from last
year's work accident still haunts you. Unhealed.
Start slow. Baby steps. Ready to run? One step at a
time. Feel the burn; it's working. Arms move in tandem with
legs. Breathe deep, stay focused. One mile down. Behind.
Will you be able to go the distance? It doesn't matter either way. One foot after another.
Nearly there. A little further. The goal in sight. But no
flashing lights.
Mouth watering, you stop, breathless. Try the door handle. No give. Shake it. Frustration mounts. Then you spot
the sign.
CLOSED.
Sorry for the inconvenience.
Tail between your legs, you turn, deflated. Hungry. Starving. The longest walk home.
Next time, ring ahead.
Sound takeaway advice. Best a man can get.

A Journey
Through Gothic
Art
By Samantha Laverack

The Castle of
Otranto
By Horace
Walpole (1764)

‘Wast thou delivered from bondage to pursue carnal delights?' This scene
from The Castle of Otranto was by far the most haunting part of Horace Walpole's novel which instigated the Gothic literary genre. I found this book pretty boring if I'm honest, but when this part popped up out of nowhere it was
both hilarious and a little creepy. Basically (in my opinion) a man's guilty conscience has conjured an apparition of his dead hermit friend's skeleton in an
oratory, which tells him off for being distracted by a bit of skirt. A small instance of dark comic relief towards the end of a boring novel, that was so
obviously meant for the stage, was very welcome and stuck with me (as, of
course, did the massive helmet splatting a man in the first two pages).

‘It was like a miracle; but before our very eyes, and almost in the drawing of a
breath, the whole body crumbled into dust and passed from our sight'. The suspense which Stoker builds in the final stretch of Dracula is something else. I'd plodded through the whole novel thinking, yeah okay, a bit gross, a bit predictable,
and a bit more misogynistic than scary. Then, in Mina's final account, I had a vivid
image of the castle against the sunset, the red sky staining the white and mountainous landscape. I think I physically deflated with relief as Dracula burst into
dust a second before sunset! Mina's pose represents the stress of the situation,
but also her realising that she is free of the curse which had previously marked her
forehead. As with my next piece, 'The Birds' , I was surprised at how vividly certain
descriptions had remained with me when re-reading.

Dracula
by Bram Stoker
(1897)

The Birds
By Daphne Du
Maurier
(1952)

‘Covering his head with his arms, he ran toward the cottage. They kept coming at
him from the air, silent save for the beating wings. The terrible, fluttering wings.' I've
reread this short story since finishing my painting, and was amazed by how vividly
du Maurier's descriptions had pressed themselves into my imagination. She is my
favourite author of the twentieth century by far for this very reason. I never
thought I could ever fear birds, but reading this page in particular brought me
right to the edge of my seat! The tiny unorganised garden birds, the mass of seagulls preparing to shower down on Nat's house and, of course, that bloody skullsplitting gannet... Oh Daphne, why do you do this to me? Seriously, anybody who
has a spare hour to themselves should definitely read 'The Birds'.

Views From There
By Frankie Denton

This poem was primarily inspired by Philip Larkin’s ‘Here’, as well as poems
such as Thomas Hardy’s ‘Wessex Heights’ which survey a landscape intimately familiar to the author. I wanted to capture the beauty I see in East
Yorkshire - the county in which I was born, and which I have lived in most
of my life. During my undergraduate degree I lived away in another city,
and while I enjoyed that experience, since returning I’ve developed a
greater appreciation for East Yorkshire because of the contrast. I particularly wanted to convey a sense of quiet, of ‘treasures’ known to those
who live here but which are far off the map for most of the country. Undoubtedly there are problems here, as with anywhere, but for me, this
county is a place full of jewels, and they are never too far if you take the
time to look.

There, eastward ventures the widening river,
Swallowing souls, breathing the fields of
golden wheat and
Lone trees brought low by upturned wind.
There, limited lives unbind against the silt
and sea,
High waves roll against sheep-scattered
meadows and
Scarecrows mute against the heavens.
There, the rail-line splinters spidery beyond
the ending place,
That grey town half-destitute, rich beyond
measure in unhidden treasures
Buried shallow in the mud.
There, in country quieter than silence,
Loud as the collective hearts beating faster
than their due,
Distance reigns, existence ends:
From birth my view.

Paragon
By Frankie Denton

The lines for this poem came to me as I waited in Paragon Station for a
friend. I realised that every time I met someone in Hull town, it was almost
always at the same spot – by the flower stall in the entrance of the station. With that, it came to me how this location had witnessed and facilitated so much change in my own life, yet has remained relatively unchanged over the years. Even since writing this poem, I have continued
to meet new people in the same spot. As I waited, I heard a baby crying,
and so became more aware of those around me, and thought that they
too must have had similar experiences with the station. I wanted to try
and provide a brief glimpse into the lives of some characters who may
pass through Paragon, and what the station might mean to them, from the
heartbroken to newly-weds. Aside from this, I suppose my overall aim was
to capture the contradictory nature of a place that seemed so permanent, yet in itself was surrounded by so much change. It is a place, I’m
sure, from which any number of stories have begun or ended.

Meeting, greeting, babies bleating,
Lost loves longing by the way.
Destitute deserters dying,
Cast aside by final trains.
Flowers blossom on the platform,
Biding time for friends to bloom.
On the walls, black reflected,
The shadows of a bride and groom.
I am come and I am gone,
The things around have lost their
sense.
But always, fleeting, movement constant,
Delivering the present tense.

50°47’N 0°25’W:
Erasmus Year One

By
Nicoletta Santonocito

Start with an empty suitcase.
Fill it to the brim:
Fluffy hoodies and heeled boots
Wuthering Heights
House of Leaves
Don’t forget old Spigo
Everything that makes a home.
The blue chest of draws and record player
Fall Out Boy lyrics and Oscar Wilde quotes
Staring at you from their places on the walls.
Think of the people:
Mum and dad, Chiara, Elio, Giulia, Francesco,
Only in pictures
Who will you be when you come back?
Will you come back?
Hull Paragon Interchange
Not the most scenic of places.
It’s time
“I’ll be okay, dad”
Look at him step on the wagon
Hold back the tears
Hold them back some more,
Until the train disappears in the fog.
Only now you can turn around and let go.
You’ve never been so free.
Now you’re alone

Start with a cup of tea and lemon cake at Starbucks
Near the Interchange there’s St. Stephens
The perfect place for a shopping spree
Blankets and throw pillows;
Fairy lights and stationary;
Cutlery and snacks;
Books, new lingerie, fluffy socks, a new stuffie, scented candles
Then, go to dinner at Maccies
(It’s close)
Make a nest in your room,
Do you feel better?
Start by not leaving your room for two days.
Then walk out the door again
Talk to someone new.
In the corner of the Lawn’s bar
They sound French, they look awkward and scared
They must be new too
Puis-je m’asseoir?
Start by sleeping with the fairy lights on.
Wander outside.
Take a walk in the night,
Listen to the rain.
Spend a day lying beneath a tree.
Take a bus and go to a random stop
Get lost
It’s an adventure!
It’s gonna be the best year of your life!
I almost didn’t wanna come back!
That’s what everyone said
Are you having fun yet?

On the 16th of September 2017, I came to Hull as an Erasmus student from Italy. It was a
whole nine months. And then... surprise surprise, some amazing people at the Lawns decid
with Hull and with England. I never did end up going back home, and now I have some a
with! I hope, if anything, my new beginning will inspire other people to believe

Start making a new family
Find responsibilities and goals:
Look at Masters
Sign a renting contract
Get engaged
Get to know the streets, the shops:
Heron’s and Sainsbury's
Pizza Hot on Newland Avenue
Princes Quay and Atik

Start feeling more at home
Wash the dishes and make your bed
Every day.
Look in the mirror,
You can see your collarbones,
Look at the back of your hands:
They’re skinnier, with more lines.
Stop one day, on your way to the shop
Discover yourself excited about buying plates.
Go to a party
Come back the next day
Miss a lecture,
Get your first job (thank you AAGlobal)
Start by realising you don’t want to go back
“Mamma? Forse voglio restare...
No, non sono mai stata così felice”
“Could you help me make my transfer application?”
“Dobbiamo fare un altro biglietto di ritorno!
Sì, dopo l’estate torno qui!”
“Guys! I’m staying!”
È un nuovo inizio.

a scary experience at the start, and I was so homesick I didn’t think I was going to last the
ded they really wanted to be friends with me. Once I finally got out of my shell I fell in love
amazing friends, a lovely fiancé, a cute hamster, and — most important — a life I’m happy
e that you can always start back from scratch, and sometimes it’s for the best.
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